Happy SNOW DAY Third graders.. Please be sure to complete the following E-day
assignment(s)... This will be DUE the day we return to school.
READ for 20 minutes, write down the name of the book, magazine, newspaper,or
whatever you read.
**Spelling: (this will NOT be done if today is a Monday as you will not have a list)..
Write spelling words three times each.
**Math: Practice your facts for 20 minutes!!I if you do not have access to a tablet
or a computer then you will need to write 6 seperate story problems. Write the
story problems in words, answer them in words and then show the math equation
that would solve it.
Example: There were 156 students at St, Anthony School. On Wednesday,
52 went home sick ! How many students were left at school on
Wednesday? 156-52= 104 students .
WRITING: Pick one of the following story starters (this will be your topic
sentence) and then continue the story..it must be a minimum of 8 sentences!
Story Starters:
My family and I decided to go hiking out in the snow, as we approached the frozen
stream we noticed something very strange, I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw……..
I was helping my mom unload the groceries, when I walked through the front door, I saw
the strangest thing standing in my living room, it was a ……….
I went to the mailbox to check the mail, I was so excited because there was a package
addressed to ME, I ran home as fast as I could, went straight to my room and opened
the package, I couldn’t believe my eyes it was a …………
On our way home from school, I looked out my window and saw the strangest thing
coming out of the clouds, it was………………….
Today is a snow day, here is what I am doing on my day off….
On Friday, my parents picked me up from school and I noticed my suitcase was packed
in the back seat, she told me were going on vacation to ……..

